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MAINTAINING CUHREN'T BASE INFORMATION

FOR AERONAUTICAL CHARTS-^

The problem of presenting up-to-date base information to users of

Aeronautical Charts has plagued chart producers for many years and is

becoming more complex as modern technology enables man to literally

change the appearance of the earth's surface overnight.

As a producer of Aeronautical Charts, the USAF Aeronautical Chart

and Information Centre (A.CIC) has as one of its many responsibilities the

Maintenance of current base information on Aeronautical Charts- Thle

responsibility is discharged through the Maintenance of Knowledge

Programme5 a programme that functions through Research Specialists who

maintain a comprehensive and authoritative personal knowledge of the

availability, reliability and utility of source materials, and the status

of cartographic activities within an assigned geographic area of res

ponsibility. This knowledge is accumulated and maintained through

continuous study and review of source materials and finished products

on the area.

The Maintenance of Knowledge Programme consists of: (l) maintaining

a knowledge of the value of cartographic information? (2) evaluating

source material for charting and chart maintenance programmes;

(3) establishing and maintaining remedial action files and master

correction copyj (4) Initiating action to notify ohart users when

hazardous information is found| and (5) recommending revision or

recompilation of ACIC products.

The prime objectives of the Maintenance of Knowledge Programme is

to improve the compatibility and reliability of the Aeronautical Chart

Bases, and to keep them as current as possible within the demands of

production and user requirements.

1/ By Aeronautical Chart and Information Centre, United States Air Force,
St. Louis, Missouri.
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Two tools, the Cartographic Information Folio, and the Remedial

Action File, have been adopted for operating the Maintenance of

Knowledge Programme.

The purpose of this paper then, is to explain these tools and how

they are used in the Maintenance Programme.

Quite naturally, the final cartographic product can never exceed

the accuracy of the source materials available. It follows, therefore,

that the first of the tools would be one that contains an analysis and

evaluation of the available source material. This tool is the Carto

graphic Information Polio, a collection of cartographic information

that covers a specific geographic area. The USAP World Aeronautical

Chart is used as the basic frame of reference for the folios.

The Cartographic Information Folio provides graphic indexes keyed

to a 181,000,000 scale base. Each index portrays specific information

needed to meet the requirements of the USAF charting programmes. Each

folio contains ten basic Indexes or overlays as follows:

a# Selected Horizontal and Vertical Control Source. This overlay

portrays the best horizontal and vertical cartographic source

that is available for the area covered.

b' Horizontal Accuracy of Selected Source. This overlay indicates

the horizontal accuracy, in feet, of the selected source. Also

included is the datura on which the source is based and any

relationship to the preferred datum for the area, if the source

is not on the preferred datum.

°- Vertical Aocuraoy of Selected Source. This overlay is similar

to the preceding one. The vertical accuracy of the relief is

indicated in feet. The contour interval shown on the source,

the accuracy of spot heights, and the datum on which they are

based along with any correction factor necessary to reduce

them to mean sea level, is also shown.
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d. Alternate Source* The purpose of this overlay is to indicate

sources which because of their scale, are more practical for

certain medium-or small-scale compilations than the basic

selected sources- -' s. :::■■"."!.fc ; these selected alternate sources

will have incorporated the basic selected sources? and are on

a par for their scale. Examples might include British

1*253*440 scale maps compiled from the British basic 1:63,360

scale maps, or USAF Aeronautical Approach Charts in areas

where they reflect the basic selected bouxoq. It <b not

required that the whole folio arc^i necessarily be covered by

alternate source. In areas not covered it is assumed that

the basic selected source has no alternate. C.nversely, it is

oonceivable that there could be various forme of alternate

coverage and more than one overlay required to portray it.

©. Supplementary Source. Source which ca.n be used for up-dating

basic sources or for the addition of features and detail as

required, are indicated on thia overlay,, This may .be source

of a later date than the selected source, but not as accurate

horizontally, and therefore3 not usable as basic source.

t• Selected Town Plans and To^iClas^ifRation-B Town plans

selected to supplement the baaic source and information

needed to classify populated places are indicated on this

overlay. The town plans3 in some instances, are of a later

date than the basic source, and will show the expansion that

has taken place since the basic source was produced.

g. Boundaries. This overlay could in some instances be the most

important overlay in the folio„ T>a& to the political situation

that may exist in a particular area, it is very important that

the boundaries be properly portrayed on an Aeronautical Chart

so that an inadvertent violation of a country's air space does

not take place. This overlay indicates the source, when it is

other than the basic source;, that will be used for the delinea

tion of boundaries.
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h» Roads and Railroads. Indicated on this overlay will be those

roads, which meet the criteria as outlined in the individual

chart specifications-, to "be shown as primary. Listed in the

margin will be those sources, usually road maps, that may "be

used in determining the road network to be shown on a chart.

The classification of railroads is also shown when it differs

from that shown on the basic source.

i- Geographic/Grid Co-ordinate Corrections. Information required

to transpose geographic/grid co-ordinate values of the source

to that on which the chart is to be positioned, will be shown

on this overlay. The information may be in the form of an

iso-correction graph, or a schematic diagram indicating the

map sheet corner values.

Z* Chart Feature/Checkpoint Overlay. A very important source for

charting information is textual material that consists of books,

pamphlets, periodicals, and reports. This information is

useful for portraying, identifying, classifying, and evaluat

ing chart features or other source materials. It ie on this

overlay that this type of Information is indicated. In

addition, those features that are unique and outstanding oheck

points in an area are also indicated on this overlay.

This, then is the content of the first tool in the maintenance

programme and it is used in two ways. It is used by the Research

Specialist to recommend the sources that are to be used to produce a

new chart, and it is the basis for evaluating the second tool, the

Remedial Action Pile.

The Remedial Action File consists of one copy of each current

USAF Navigation and Planning Chart and each is identified as the

Remedial Action Copy.
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Each Remedial Action Copy is evaluated, using the information

contained in the Cartographic Information Polio, for compliance with

the criterion established for three major factors.

a. Horizontal positioning of chart features. The features are

checked for position against the best positioning source

available.

b. Vertical accuracy of the relief information portrayed on the

chart.

°* Planimetry. Planimetry consists of three parts, completeness,

configuration, and currency.

(i) Completeness is the degree to which the chart includes

significant features of the chart design.

(ii) Configuration is the similarity of the features portrayed

on the product to actual ground characteristics within

the limits of scale.

(iii) Currency pertains to the age of information. The currency

is normally expressed in terms of the calendar date of the

information, but in certain instances the Senior Area

Specialist is able to arrive at a weighted appraisal

based upon his knowledge of the area. For example,

information pertaining to a remote region may be considered

current when reliable indicators reveal that there has been

little or no significant change in the area.

The evaluation of these charts is expressed in terms of the category,

or degree, to which they satisfy the requirements for their intended use.

A category A or "Optimum" chart is one that cannot be significantly

improved for its designed purpose. A chart in this category meets all

horizontal, vertical, and planimetry requirements.
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A category B or "Adequate" chart is one that could be improved,

"but satisfies the major intended purpose for which it was designed.

The category C or "Usable" chart contains deficiencies, but not

to the extent as to seriously affect utility for its major intended

use.

A category D or "Inadequate" chart is one that contains inaccurate

and/or incomplete information to the extent that utility for its major

intended purpose is seriously affected.

The last category, E or "Unreliable" is for those charts that are

inaccurate or incomplete in the light of newly acquired source, to the

extent that they cannot be used for their intended purpose. Charts

that cannot be evaluated, for whatever the reason, also fall in this

category.

As each chart is evaluated, it is categorized for each of the major

faotors, and then given an over-all evaluation that is consistent with

the lowest category assigned for the three major factors.

After all the charts in the Remedial Action File have been evaluated,

one chart for each geographic area is selected as a Master Correction

Copy. The Master Correction Copy is the chart that is most accurate

and current, and is usually categorized as high as, or higher than,

the other charts covering the same area.

Before the second tool is ready for use, there is one more step

to 'be1 taken. This step is the comparison of all the charts for a given

geographic area with the Master Correction Copy. During the comparison

all.differences are annotated on the appropriate chart. Each annota

tion consists of a numbered circle, in red, placed concert to the

feature to be corrected, or in the case of a missing feature, in the

location that it is to be added. The description of the correction or
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^ addition is keyed "by the same numbered circle in the left margin or

on the reverse side of the chart. The following information is included

I in the description:

a. Identification of source, including date, from which obtained.

b. Classification of source, if any.

o. Initials of Research Specialist making the annotation and the

date of the annotation.

It is at this point that the actual process of maintaining current

base information begins.

It is general policy that all charts be maintained on a selective

basis in preference to a systematic basis; therefore, as new information,

in the form of later date map source, textual material, or comments

submitted by chart users, is reoeived, maintenance action is initiated.

This new material is evaluated and compared with the Remedial Action

Copy. Corrections or additions that result from this new material are

annotated and identified on the Remedial Action Copy in the same manner

as those found during the comparison of the Remedial Action Copy with

the Master Correction Copy. If any of these corrections or additions

are evaluated as hazardous, that is, a feature whose incorrect portrayal

or omission.would cause gross misidentification or place an aircraft in

danger, they are identified by a special arrow stamp placed next to the

feature. Corrections or additions noted by the arrow stamp must be

applied to the next printing of the chart, and each chart carries a

notation to this effect at the head of the list of corrections on each

chart.
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In addit.ion to the requirement that a hazardous condition "be

corrected at the next printing, action is initiated to notify the chart '* **

user of the condition- The vehicle for notifying the user is the Chart I

Updating Manual or CEIUM. The CHUM is published once a month to inform

all Air Force activities, and other authorized agencies who receive

aeronautical charts from ACIC, of all significant additions or correc

tions which affect flying safety and have become known on or before

the 23rd day of the previous month. This listing is cumulative and is

continued in the CEUM until ouch time as the chart is revised or a new

edition is published.

The receipt of a new information may also result in the revision/

recompilation of a chart. This action is initiated when the accumula

tion of significant additions or corrections which affeot flying safety

reach the point where it becomes impractical for the user to transfer

them from the CEUM,

To maintain an adequate supply of a particular chart, the number

of copies that would normally be required to supply user demands for

a six-month period are held in reserve. When this reserve falls below

the level required, action is initiated to replenish the stock. This

action consists of reviewing the Remedial File Copy of the chart and

recommending a straight reprint, or a revision to make any additions

or corrections noted in the CHUM,

Although the Maintenance of Knowledge Programme satisfies present

demands for maintaining current base information on aeronautical charts,

no doubt the future will require more rapid and efficient methods of

getting current information into the hands of the user. Investigations

into the possibilities of introducing an Automated Astern of Chart

Maintenance is underway? however, the key to the success of any main

tenance system will still be the comprehensive and authoritative

personal knowledge by Research Specialists of the availability, re

liability and utility of source materials, and the status of cartographic

activities within an assigned geographic area of responsibility.




